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IBL ACQUIRES ASSETS OF DELTAV AND FORMS NEW SUBSIDIARY
Koenigsbrunn, Germany – IBL-Löttechnik IBL has acquired the assets of DeltaV Srl and its U.S. subsidiary,
DeltaV Americas, and will now develop, manufacture and market a line of automated optical inspection
(AOI) and inspection products through its newly formed and wholly-owned subsidiary Delvitec Gmbh.
Delvitec’s headquarters, R&D and manufacturing operations are located in Forchheim, Germany and it
operates a U.S. subsidiary in Minneapolis, Minnesota which provides sales and support services to the
Americas.
Delvitec will sell and support the complete product line previously offered by DeltaV including the AOI
systems formerly sold under Orprovision name, Test Solutions, Cloud and Autoadaptive inspection
products. IBL Technologies will continue to market its premium line of vapor phase reflow machines.
“At IBL, we are focused on helping manufacturers deal with advanced technology challenges. As
products shrink, soldering technology and inspection become very critical. Delvitec’s AOI product family
enables us to provide our customers with a solution that addresses both these areas,” said Jochen Lipp,
IBL Technologies CEO.
Delvitec intends to fully support the DeltaV Orprovision AOI system and yield optimizing software product
line.
“The asset acquisition has given Delvitec a large installed user base. Our newly-formed company will
continue to support those machines with both technical resources and spares inventory. Our goal is to
ensure that both DeltaV and IBL customers see this acquisition as an enhancement to the service,
support and breadth of product solutions they have previously known,” Lipp added.
About IBL
IBL-Löttechnik was founded in 1985 and its U.S. subsidiary, IBL Technologies, LLC was formed in 2009.
A pioneer in the development of efficient vapor phase soldering systems, IBL holds numerous national
and international patents for vapor phase technology. Its patented Soft Vapor Phase (SVP) technology
provides the benchmark in quality, flexibility and robustness. Additionally, the company continues
maintaining its high standards of vapor phase machine quality build by ensuring that all vapor phase
systems are individually assembled and produced.

About Delvitec
Delvitec Gmbh is headquartered in Forchheim, Germany and has a subsidiary in Minneapolis. The
German facility is focused on research and development, manufacturing and European sales activities
while the U.S. operation is focused on sales within the Americas. Delvitec is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
IBL-Löttechnik.
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